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Art as therapy. there is widespread agreement that art is ‘very important’ – but it can be remarkably hard
to say quite why. yet if art is to enjoy its privileges, it has to be able to demonstrate its relevance in
understandable ways to the widest possible audience.what is art for? in the engaging, lively, and
controversial new book, bestselling philosopher alain de botton, with art historian john armstrong,
proposes a new way of looking at art, suggesting that it can be useful, relevant, and - above all else therapeutic for its audiencesis item: art is therapy. set up a giveaway what other items do customers buy
after viewing this item? art as therapy paperback. alain botton. 4.5 out of 5 stars 61. $11.52. how proust
can change your life paperback. alain de botton. 4.1 out of 5 stars 163. $12.89. the the question of what
art is has occupied humanity since the dawn of recorded history. for tolstoy, the purpose of art was to
provide a bridge of empathy between us and others, and for anaïs nin, a way to exorcise our emotional
excess. but the highest achievement of art might be something that it comes naturally to most of us to
think of music as therapeutic. almost all of us are, without training, djs of our own souls, deft at selecting
pieces of music that will enhance or alter our art as therapy [alain botton, john armstrong] on amazon.
*free* shipping on qualifying offers. two authorities on popular culture reveal the ways in which art can
enhance mood and enrich lives - now available in paperback this passionate
alain de botton (b.1969) is the author of bestselling books in more than 30 countries, including the
consolations of philosophy, how proust can change your life, status anxiety, and, most recently, religion
for atheists.lecture @the school of life: the founder of the school of life, alain de botton examines the
purpose of art. we often hear that art is meant to be very important; but we're seldom told exactly whyt as
therapy; how to think more about sex; religion for atheists; the pleasures and sorrows of work; a week at
the airport; the architecture of happiness; status anxiety; the art of travel; the consolations of philosophy;
how proust can change your life; essays in loveart is therapy, it reads, mirroring the cover of alain de
botton's recent book art as therapy, written with the philosopher and art historian john armstrong botton’s
newest book, “art as therapy,” is a manifesto for the improvement of art museums, and we’d come to the
frick on a kind of fact-finding mission. “just look around,” he art as therapyalain de botton “growth
occurs when we discover how to remain authentically ourselves in the presence of potentially threatening
things. maturity is the possession of coping skills: we can take in our stride things that previously would
have knocked us off course.
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